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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to examine the sharing economy and current mental models
of mobile sharing economy applications with the goal of answering:
•

What user mental models currently exist in the sharing economy?

•

Are user mental models a useful tool for designing sharing economy applications?

A two-phase approach involving a mental modeling phase with prototype development,
and a benchmarking phase resulted in the observation that most participants, ages 18 to 24, have
similar mental models in the layout of application features with an emphasis on a map or product
feature. In addition, the sharing economy application prototype developed using mental models
generated from participants returned similar metrics to existing sharing economy applications
such as Airbnb, Uber, Lyft, and TaskRabbit. This suggests that mental models in the studied
demographic, when used to develop new sharing economy prototypes, can generate comparable
applications to those currently existing in the market.
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Chapter 1
LITERATURE REVIEW
Over the past decade, the sharing economy model has grown tremendously (Cannon &
Summers, 2014) from the rapid advancements in technology, shifts in social and economic
values, and pressures of environmental changes (Botsman 2013). While demand and spending in
the sharing economy continues to grow (Geron, 2013), there have been relatively few studies that
help quantifiably define the motivators behind the perception and use of sharing economy
platforms (Hamari, Sjöklint & Ukkonen, 2016). Of the research that has been done, deeper
exploration into each motivator has been fairly vague and does not provide a solid understanding
of each proposed motivator. In this study, one of the motivators, enjoyment, will be more
extensively explored from a usability standpoint. To do so, mental models, one of many methods
to define and test usability, will be used to explore mobile sharing economy applications. Since
there have not been much research in the specific use of mental models within the sharing
economy, this presents an opportunity to investigate the following questions:
•

Research Question 1 (RQ1): What user mental models currently exist in the
sharing economy?

•

Research Question 2 (RQ2): Are user mental models a useful tool for designing
sharing economy applications?
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To answer these questions, this study will first provide background in what the sharing
economy is, what mental models are, and why mental models can be useful in the usability
design process.

The Sharing Economy

According to Botsman (2013), the sharing economy is an economic model based on the
sharing of underutilized assets, such as space, skill, and stuff, for monetary or non-monetary
benefits. Most commonly, it is mentioned in relation to peer-to-peer marketplaces. While often
used, the term sharing economy lacks a common definition (Botsman, 2013) and is not listed in
the Oxford English Dictionary. Other terms such as collaborative economy, collaborative
consumption, and peer economy also exist to help explain and differentiate the idea of sharing
economy models, but the core ideas of each of these terms overlap. Those ideas are: one, they
distribute power from large centralized institutions to a network of individuals; two, they are
driven by technological innovation, social and economic shifts in value, and environmental
pressures; and three, they are innovative and make efficient use of assets or idling resources
(Botsman, 2013).
Developments in the sharing economy has presented many opportunities as well as
challenges. On the positive side, the sharing economy model is expected to alleviate hyperconsumption, pollution, and poverty by lowering the cost of economic coordination within
communities through the use of technology (Hamari, Sjöklint & Ukkonen, 2016). On the
negative side, these new business models take advantage of legal loopholes to face less
regulation, create pricing conflicts with traditional industries, and trigger tension amongst those
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who produce goods and those who share goods. From a geographic perspective, sharing
economy models can also create systematic biases that favor people of certain living structure,
socioeconomic status, and even appearance (Thebault-Spieker, Terveen & Hecht, 2017). Despite
these challenges, the estimated total revenue flowing through the sharing economy in 2013
exceeded $3.5 billion with a growth rate of over 25% (Geron, 2013). Since then, it has been
predicted to grow from a $26 billion revenue market to a $110 billion revenue market (Cannon &
Summers, 2014).

Sharing Economy Motivators

In Hamari, Sjöklint & Ukkonen’s (2016) study of the sharing economy, four primary
motivators were identified as significant drivers of sharing economy behavior and perception.
Those were: sustainability, enjoyment, reputation, and economic benefit.
According to their research, sustainability is a significant driver of positive attitudes
towards the sharing economy. Since the sharing economy is generally believed to be ecologically
sustainable (Prothero et al., 2011; Sacks, 2011), participation in the sharing economy may be
driven by a user’s belief in their contribution to sustainability, influenced by ideology and socioeconomic concerns or preference for greener consumption.
Enjoyment was found to be a significant driver of both positive attitudes towards the
sharing economy and actual usage of sharing economy services. Since participation in activities
are naturally reinforced by hedonic motivators such as enjoyment (Deci & Ryan, 1985;
Lindenberg, 2001), users that enjoy their experience with sharing economy platforms will be
more likely to become a repeat user. Factors can include usefulness, design, and aesthetics.
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Reputation was found to be a moderate driver of usage in sharing economy platforms
(Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Wasko & Faraj, 2005). This is mainly because the sharing economy
is created through individual user interaction, making reputation a major part of a user’s
experience within the platform. Participation may be driven by continuous desire to improve
one’s reputation within the community, but it also has monetary consequences since users are
more likely to choose providers with positive reputations.
Finally, economic benefit was also found to be a moderate usage driver in the sharing
economy, as the sharing economy is generally considered to be economical for both consumer
and provider (Belk, 2010). Providers benefit from extending exclusive ownership of objects for
monetary gain, while consumers avoid the high initial cost of ownership through a sharing
service.
Despite the lengthy exploration into motivators behind sharing economy models,
enjoyment, the only factor that significantly affects both attitudes towards and actual usage of
sharing economy platforms, was never concretely defined. This, fortunately, presents a great
opportunity to dig deeper into enjoyment and explore what really contributes to this motivator. In
this case, enjoyment will be studied from a usability perspective, which may potentially lead to
better application design and greater usage of sharing economy platforms.

Mental Models

Mental models are often considered one of the most important concepts in humancomputer interaction (Nielsen, 2010). A mental model is a belief a user has about a system based
on experiences they’ve had in the past. Those experiences can include previous interactions with
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the system itself, transferred mental models from other systems, or even interaction with other
users. Since mental models are based on beliefs rather than facts, a person’s mental models are
constantly changing to help them predict how a system should work. For example, when
presented with a new interface, users will use past experiences with other interfaces to predict
product behaviors and plan future actions in their interaction with the product. User mental
models are incredibly important in design since they often differ from the mental models of the
designer. Since designers have greater knowledge about the product they are developing,
capturing user mental models can help them curb biases they have about their own system
(Nielsen, 2010).

Mental Model Challenges

One of the most frequent usability problems involving mental models is that of a mixedup mental model (Nielsen, 2010). This is when users confuse different parts of a system because
the features are visually similar, and/or the user never developed a strong mental model of either
feature. Examples of this include users confusing functionalities between a window and an
application, a search bar and URL bar, browser commands and native commands, etc.
Another usability problem involving mental models is mental model inertia, which
explains the tendency for users to carry on habits built from the initial development of new
mental models (Nielsen, 2010). Many times, mental model inertia reinforces habits that may not
be the most efficient or helpful in a given system but are accepted because these mental models
have already been built. From a design perspective, this creates the argument for being
conservative when building new systems to match current mental models versus pursuing new
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concepts that may be superior to current ones but doesn’t match current user mental models. This
is a huge design challenge and if designers decide to pursue the latter route, it requires them to be
very assertive in explaining new systems to users.
Finally, when acting upon mental models, designers basically have one of two options: to
conform as closely to the average user’s mental model or to improve the average user’s mental
model (Nielsen, 2010). The prior can be done through mental model capturing techniques such
as card sorting, while the latter can be reinforced through better explanations and clearer user
interface.

The Usability Design Process

To get a better understanding of how mental models can be useful in product
development, it is important to discuss existing norms in the usability design process. According
to Gould, Boies & Lewis (1991) usability design process is typically segmented into four phases:
the envisioning phase, the planning phase, the developing phase, and the stabilizing phase. Each
of these phases contains a set of tests and objectives used to promote better usability in interface
design. While the usability design process is cyclical, allowing for iterative improvements and
testing, it can be in different phases in different areas of a system. In software projects, this is
sometimes referred to as the spiral design process, where different functional areas of a product
can be in its own design phase (Boehm, 1981).
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Usability Design Process Phases

The envisioning phase is the first step in current usability design processes where the
scope and objectives of a project are defined. A vision statement, design goals, risk assessment,
and project structure should all be produced in this phase (Microsoft Corp., 2000). Some
common usability activities done in this phase include contextual research, where market
opportunities in user behaviors are defined; competitive testing, where quantitative performance
goals and metrics are set; and user analysis, where current or potential users are characterized.
The planning phase is where prototype designs are first introduced. Based on information
gathered in the previous phase, user interface ideas are initiated, tested, or deprecated here.
Activities in this phase include user scenarios, where use narratives are developed; task analysis,
where tasks to be performed in the product are described; heuristic evaluations, where the
product is evaluated against usability principles; cognitive walkthroughs, where user tasks are
deemed reasonable or not; GOMS, where the goals, operators, methods, and selection are
described; card sort, where similar functions are grouped and labeled, and iterative usability
tests, where initial interface prototypes are tested.
The developing phase introduces real code. Continuous builds of the final product are
tested here. Activities in this phase include live code tests, where live code versions of low-level
integrations in the product are tested; and usability lab tests, where a nearly finished version of
the product is tested iteratively for final changes.
The stabilizing phase occurs when a stable product is produced. Any developments in
this phase are intended to fine-tune the current product version before larger scale
developments/updates where the usability design process is then repeated. Activities in this
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phase include benchmark testing, where the top tasks in the product are identified, serviced, or
prepared for future updates.

Mental Models in the Usability Design Process

Mental models can be useful in the usability design process because they allow for early
user input into system design. Capturing user mental models early, such as in the envisioning or
planning phases (Microsoft Corp., 2000) of the usability design process can potentially save a lot
of resources and time. This also informs designers early in the process about any gaps existing
between their mental models and those of the user (Nielsen, 2010). Essentially, mental models
provide a shortcut method for the development of new user interfaces. Designers can potentially
rely on mental models to effectively create systems that are intuitive to the user and prevent the
complexities of learning new models.
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Chapter 2
METHODOLOGY
To help answer research questions RQ1 and RQ2, this study was divided into two phases:
mental modeling with the development of a working prototype, and benchmarking. Overall, the
purpose of this study is to capture current user mental models in the sharing economy, use those
mental models to develop a functional application within the sharing economy space, then
benchmark performance and usability metrics against similar applications to determine if mental
models can or should be used early in the usability design processes for sharing economy
applications.

Mental Modeling Phase

In the first phase of this study, the mental modeling phase, the main objective is to
capture the name, visual representation, content hierarchy, and screen placement associated with
common features in sharing economy applications. Participants were provided a description of
the application being developed, a list of features that can potentially be included, as well as a
blank canvas emulating the landing page of the application.
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Setup

The features chosen for this study were selected from a combined list of features
available in current sharing economy applications including Uber, Lyft, Airbnb, and Task
Rabbit. To make sure the essential features were included without overloading the test with
every possible feature existing in the sharing economy space, only functions that occurred in
more than two of these applications were included in the study. The 16 remaining features were
labeled “a” through “p”, and a blank cell “q” was provided for any additional features the
participant indicates should belong in the prototype being developed.
Table 1 (Appendix A) contains the descriptions of the 16 features selected and a blank
17th cell for participant input. Any leading terminology that may influence the participant’s
answer was avoided as much as possible and tested in pilot rounds of the test. Spaces to the right
of the description are provided so the participant can provide a name, visual representation, and
the content hierarchy most closely associated with each feature description (see fig. 1). Since
card sorting was not used to determine content association and hierarchy for this study,
participants were asked to provide the letter label of the feature preceding the current feature in
content hierarchy. If participants believed the feature belonged on the landing page of the
application, they were asked to label the hierarchy cell with a star (*).

Figure 1. Mental Modeling: Content
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Table 2 (Appendix A) was used to capture the screen placement of features specifically
on the landing page. The table had a 16:9 aspect ratio, which intends to replicate the dimensions
of the average smartphone display (see fig. 2). To represent swipe gestures, adjacent bars labeled
“swipe from left/right/top/bottom” were included as well. Participants were also provided with a
comment section to help better describe their intentions for visual representation, layout, and
gesture recognition.

Figure 2. Mental Modeling: Landing Page Placement
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Process

After collecting the demographic information of the participant, they are then provided
with the overall objective of the study, as well as a description of the prototype to be developed
(see fig. 3).

Figure 3. Mental Modeling Product Description

Once the participant has a general understanding of the application being developed,
Table 1 is introduced where they are asked to read through all of the feature descriptions. If the
participant has any questions regarding the description of a feature, it may be further explained
while making sure to avoid using any leading terminologies that may influence test results. Once
the participant is ready to proceed, they are asked to first assign a name to each feature
description, this name can be one or multiple words. Next, they are asked to sketch a visual
representation of how the function should appear in the application. Participants are told that this
sketch can be anything from an icon to a large section of the screen itself. Once the participant
has finished assigning a name and visual representation to each feature, they are asked to mark
any function they believe to belong to the landing page of the application, these features are
indicated with a star (*).
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Table 2 is now introduced, where the participant is instructed to indicate the location of
each function they chose for the landing page using the corresponding feature letter. Participants
are encouraged to divide the mock display into relevant areas. Finally, the participant is
instructed to return to Table 1 and complete any remaining cells for content hierarchy, as well as
make any final changes to their answers.

Output

In order to make the data collected from participants actionable for development, answers
were aggregated to show frequency in name, visual representation, and content hierarchy.
Similar visual representations were grouped together and assigned a placeholder label. In order
to determine how strongly each answer was associated with their feature descriptions, relative
frequency is calculated for each of the categories listed above. In this case, the relative
frequencies of the first most frequent and the second most frequent answer associated with each
feature description were calculated. These relative frequencies are then taken into consideration
during the development phase of this study.

Figure 4. Mental Model Content Output
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To quantify screen location of features on the landing page, a translucent grid of identical
dimensions to Table 2, labeled “A” through “E” on the horizontal axis, and “1” through “7” on
the vertical axis, is superimposed onto each participant result and recorded. By doing this, a heat
map of where participants most frequently placed features on the landing page is generated (see
fig. 5).

Figure 5. Mental Model Design Heat Map

Development

For participants to have a direct comparison to other sharing economy applications in
later phases of the study, a prototype application is developed using information gathered in the
mental modeling phase. This prototype should conform as closely as possible to mental modeling
results, but standard iOS usability guidelines should still be followed. Any deviations from the
collected mental models should also be documented and their reasoning explained.
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In this study, the prototype application was developed in the XCode version 9.2
environment and has a primary language of Swift 4.0. CocoaPods was the main source for pod
files, Google Material Icons were used for visual icon representations, and Sketch was used for
any additional digital design. While this prototype can conform to any iOS device, development
and testing was done on an iPhone X.

Benchmarking Phase

Once a working prototype of a sharing economy application has been developed using
information gathered in the mental modeling phase, these mental models were tested for their
actual usefulness. In other words, did those mental models contribute to the development of a
comparable application to current sharing economy applications in terms of usability. The
applications chosen to test against were Airbnb, Uber, Lyft, and TaskRabbit. To make this
judgment, effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction was used to indicate the success and overall
usability of the prototype application.

Setup

The benchmarking test (Appendix B) contains three tables for participants to complete.
The first table is used to indicate how often a participant has used each of the applications being
tested. Options include once/week or more, once/month or more, once/month or less, and never.
The option never was assumed for the developed prototype, Helix.
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Figure 6. Benchmarking Use Frequency

The next table contains three tasks to be completed for each application (see fig. 7). Each
task was chosen to be as similar as possible across all applications. Task 1 requires the
participant to navigate all the way to the last screen before a purchase. So, for Uber, that meant
calling a ride to Champs Downtown, and for TaskRabbit, it meant booking a small cleaning job.
Task 2 involves adding or changing payment information in each application; these were nearly
identical across all applications. Task 3 requires the participant to navigate back to the landing
page of the application.

Figure 7. Benchmarking Tasks

The final table contains the ten statements in the system usability scale (SUS) to
determine how satisfied the participant was with each system (see fig. 8). For each application,
including Helix, participants were asked to indicate how strongly they agree or disagree with
each statement. An answer of 5 would mean the participant strongly agrees with the statement,
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while an answer of 1 means the participant strongly disagrees with the statement. Participants
were also provided with a comment box at the bottom of the page for additional comments
regarding Helix.

Figure 8. System Usability Scale

Process

After collecting demographic information and briefing the participant on the objective of
the study, they are introduced to each of the applications that are going to be tested. If
participants are not familiar with or have never used one or more of the applications, a
description of the application and its uses is provided. Once the participant has a clear
understanding of each application, they are then asked to indicate how frequently they use each
application. They are then asked to complete task 1, 2, and 3 for the first application being tested.
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Every task is recorded using Apple’s native screen recording tool introduced in iOS 11. Any user
error that may not be evident when playing back screen recordings should also be noted and
described. After completing task 1, 2, and 3 for the first application, the participant is then asked
to fill out the system usability scale for that application. This is then repeated for every
application including the prototype developed in this study, Helix.

Output

Using the data collected from the benchmarking test, usability metrics that help describe
effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction were calculated.
Overall effectiveness is defined as how accurate and complete a user is able to perform a
task and is measured by the completion rate and the number of errors. The completion rate is
calculated using the effectiveness equation (see fig. 6), while user errors were defined as any
action that does not directly contribute to the task’s goal. For example, opening pages that divert
from the goal or repeated taps of areas that are not intended to be tapped are all counted as errors.

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑦
× 100%
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛
Figure 9. Effectiveness Equation

Overall efficiency is defined as how much resources are expended in relation to
effectiveness. In this case, the resource was time. Efficiency was measured using time-based
efficiency, capturing the number of tasks completed per second, and overall relative efficiency,
measuring the relative time expenditures in successful completions to total time spent (see fig.
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10). In this case, these metrics are most useful when compared across similar tasks and amongst
applications that have similar use frequencies.

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =

∑𝑅𝑗=1 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑡𝑖𝑗

𝑁𝑅

∑𝑅𝑗=1 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖𝑗 𝑡𝑖𝑗
× 100%
𝑅
∑𝑗=1 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡𝑖𝑗

Figure 10. Efficiency Equations

Satisfaction or how comfortable and accepting a user felt when using each system was
measured using the system usability scale. This consists of a set of 10 statements on a Likert
scale, ranging from 1 to 5, designed to easily measure usability across a wide array of products.
To get a SUS score, 1 is subtracted from the response of every odd question, even questions
responses are subtracted from 5, and then the sum of these is multiplied by 2.5 to return a score
out of 100. Currently, 68 is considered the average for the System Usability Scale (Brooke,
1986).

5

5

𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑈𝑠𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = ((∑(2𝑆 − 1)𝑖 − 1) + (∑ 5 − (2𝑆)𝑖 )) × 2.5
𝑆=1

Figure 11. SUS Score Equation

𝑆=1
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Chapter 3
RESULTS
The primary demographic in this study were college students, ages 18-24. A total of 21
participant responses were collected in the mental modeling portion of our study and a total of 10
participant responses were collected in the benchmarking portion of our study. Below is an
exploration of noteworthy findings in each of the phases as well as how results in each phase
influenced proceeding phases. For example, how did aggregate mental models discovered in the
mental modeling phase impact design choices in prototype development, and how did design
choices in prototype development impact performance in the benchmarking phase.

Mental Modeling Results

The first and second most frequent responses for each function in terms of name, visual
representation, content hierarchy, content placement were recorded to make development
decisions in the development phase. The following table shows the first and second most
frequent name, visual representation, and content hierarchy associated with each feature
description:
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Table 1. Mental Modeling Results

The two functions that had the most sub-associations, or functions that belonged under
them in content hierarchy, were the landing page (*h*), and the menu button (a). The eight
functions that had the highest association to the landing page or highest number of responses
from highest to lowest were: search (100%), menu (95%), map (71%), products (67%), chat
(62%), cart (52%), account (43%), and info (38%). The six functions that had the strongest
associations to the menu button were: payment (43%), discounts (43%), notifications (43%),
history (42%), account (33%), and info (33%). Settings (38%) was equally strong under both the
landing page and menu button. Content associations under other features were rare. Some
examples include payment (24%) under settings (j), history (29%) under cart (o), products (10%)
under search (b). One of the most interesting results was that most participants did not believe
sharing economy applications needed a dedicated home button to return users to the landing page
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of the application. 48% of participants listed n/a when asked where the home button should fall
in the content hierarchy.
Since participants were asked to give layout inputs on just the landing page, the eight
functions most highly associated with the landing page, and the settings function will be
examined. 81% of participants placed search (b) at the top of the landing page, 33% were
directly in the top center (C1), 29% were on the top right (E1). 67% of participants placed menu
(a) on the top left of the landing page (A1). 29% of participants placed map (c) in the center of
the landing page (C3&C4). 48% of participants placed products (l) in the center of the landing
page (C4&C5). 48% of participants placed chat (d) at the bottom of the landing page, 29% were
in the bottom right (D7&E7). 29% of participants place cart (o) on the right of the landing page,
14% were in the top right (E1&E2). Account (e) and info (i) did not have any significant trends
or concentrations in screen placement. Settings (j) generally favored corners of the landing
screen at 33%, 14% were in the top right (E1).

Prototype Development

The prototype developed in this study, Helix, was made to be as close to generated user
mental models as possible while still following standard iOS usability guidelines. Since neither
account (e) nor info (i) had significant associations in screen placement, they were moved to
their second most indicated content hierarchy, which is under menu (a). The same was done with
settings (j) which had the same content hierarchy under both the landing page and under menu
(a). In this study, both products (l) and map (c) were placed in the center of the view by
participants. Instead of conforming to a map-based application, like Lyft or Uber, or a table-
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based application, like Airbnb or TaskRabbit, a dynamic card-based structure was chosen. This
was achieved by using a pod called “Pulley” and bears resemblance to Apple’s Maps application.
It allows for the landing page to adjust depending on how the user is interacting with the system.
Chat was integrated with the detailed product view, which appeared when expanding individual
listings.
Following the mental models of participants, menu (a) was placed on the top left, and
cart (o) was placed on the top right. The functions payment, discounts, notifications, history,
settings, account, and info were all accessible through the menu button. Naming changes made
here included discount (h) being changed to “invite friends” since most sharing economy
applications make use of referral programs rather than purchase discounts. Info (i) was also
changed to “about” since both names actually had the same association strength at 38%. Account
(e) was moved to the top of the menu page with just its visual representation. And on the landing
page, the cart (o) button gave users access to items currently being rented, listed items, and a
create listing button. The menu and cart pages were also accessible through a horizontal swipe
gesture similar to that of Snapchat.

Figure 12. Helix
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In order to simulate an application where users post items online for others to borrow, an
eBay API that pulled product information from the State College, PA area was used. Users had
the ability to make calls from the search bar area that filtered the returned dataset by keyword.
This used a combination of pods, “Alamofire” and “SwiftyJSON”. Users could also expand the
filtered items to display the item’s description as well as the contact and rent now buttons. The
word “contact” was chosen over chat (d) since it better described the use scenario. Upon clicking
the rent now button, users would be pushed to driving directions within Apple Maps. Though if
this application was to be fully built, polyline directions would have been drawn in Helix’s
containing map.

Benchmarking Results

The prototype application, Helix, saw surprising results in the benchmarking test, posting
comparable metrics to current sharing economy applications. But, before looking at the usability
metrics it is important to first understand which applications were used most by participants. Use
frequency responses once/week or more were coded as 4, once/month or more as 3, once/month
or less as 2, and never as 1. The developed application, Helix, was coded as a 1 for each
participant. Of the applications tested, Uber was the most frequently used with a use frequency
mean of 3.3, Lyft and Airbnb both had means of 1.7, while no participants have used
TaskRabbit. Therefore, both TaskRabbit and Helix had a use frequency average of 1.
Effectiveness was fairly simple since no participants failed to complete any task.
Therefore, every application task was 100% effective. Effectiveness was also looked at from an
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error standpoint where the number of errors per task was measured. For task 1, Lyft had the most
errors per task at 0.5. this was mainly because most users would enter their destination point as
their pickup location. Uber had the least errors at 0. For task 2, Uber and TaskRabbit had the
most errors per task at 0.3. Helix and Lyft had the least errors at 0. Finally, for task 3, Helix had
the most amount of errors at 0.6 errors per task. The main cause of this was users trying to exit
the menu area by tapping the menu button again. Airbnb, Uber, and TaskRabbit all had 0 errors
for task 3.

Table 2. Benchmarking Results

While efficiency depends very much on the complexity of the application, most the
applications tested fell into a pretty standard range for each one of the tasks. The first task
required users to make a purchase in each application and the range for time-based efficiency in
tasks per second was 0.3 to 0.8. Helix posted a score of 0.6. For task 2, where users had to make
a change to payment information in the application, the range was 0.11 to 0.27. Helix posted a
score of 0.18. For task 3, users were asked to return to the landing page of the application. The
range was 0.16 to 0.50. Helix had the lowest number of tasks per second here at 0.16.
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Most importantly satisfaction was determined by participants rating each application
using the system usability scale. Surprisingly, Helix, which received a score of 85, was rated
higher than both Lyft and TaskRabbit, which received scored of 83. Airbnb and Uber were rated
very high on the system usability scale, receiving scores of 91.5 and 96.25 respectively. All of
the applications tested easily surpassed the system usability scale average of 68.
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Chapter 4
DISCUSSION
In this research study, the only demographic targeted were students, ages 18 to 24.
Within this demographic, participants seem to have developed strong mental models for the
layout and hierarchy of certain features within sharing economy applications. The mental
modeling results showed this, where several features like menu, map, search and products, all
had content hierarchy associations of greater than 65%. On the other hand, visual representation
and naming mental models were definitely are not as strong, as neither exceeded 76% and
average associations were somewhere around 35%. Naming and visual representation in current
sharing economy models definitely vary from application to application but this could also be
due to mental model mix up, where participants are transferring mental models from other, nonsharing economy applications. For screen placement of features on the landing page, nearly all
participants followed the pattern of having a large central area for the main activities in the app,
with buttons running either along the top of the screen or the bottom of the screen. In general,
having buttons across the top of the screen was more common in this study’s responses which
aligns with applications like Uber and Lyft.
Deciding on how the main/central portion of the application should be designed was
actually a really interesting process as both the map and product features were strongly
associated with the landing page at around 70%. While participant answers could have been
reflected on the screen placement portion by choosing products over maps and making maps an
icon, external mental models were used, mimicking Apple’s Maps application. The fluid drawer
interface of Apple Maps allows for both products and map take up the main portion of the
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landing page. This is a case where using external mental models actually helped in the
development of the prototype application.
Things that could have been done better in the mental mapping and development phase of
this study mainly involve preparation. While in this study, 16 features were aggregated from 4
different sharing economy applications, it is probably important to include even more
applications and features to make sure participants are not limited. This is definitely a fine line as
participants may also feel obligated to use more features when designing their landing pages.
Next, when running pilot tests of the mental modeling phase, feature descriptions were
constantly updated to use as few leading words as possible. At the end of the day, the
descriptions were not perfect and could have influenced some of the naming associations.
Another issue that occurred with visual representations was that users seemed to want to draw an
icon for each feature despite the study stating that the visual representation could be anything.
This was mostly resolved when users were asked to sketch out their entire landing page instead
of just labeling with letters.
The use of eBay’s product API definitely influenced efficiency scores in the
benchmarking test and may have influenced satisfaction scores as well. The API response was
generally slower than the applications tested against and on a few occasions, it returned nil.
While the eBay API was most likely the best fit in terms of the information it provided about
products in the State College area, faster APIs could have generated better benchmarking scores.
Also, while a dedicated home button was omitted because of participants indicating it does not
belong on the landing page, the fact that participants expected a home button to appear after
navigating off of the landing page was not accounted for. Future iterations of Helix would most
likely replace the search icon with a home icon.
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The results in the benchmarking phase of this study was actually a surprise since the
study’s application, Helix, was not expected to outperform both Lyft and TaskRabbit in the
system usability scale. Having similar metrics in efficiency and effectiveness to the other
application was also a good sign. While the absolute values of these metrics are not extremely
important since it relies heavily on the buying process of the app, the fact Helix fell into the
general range of these applications, which are constantly being improved, provides greater
confidence in the use of mental models in the design of sharing economy applications. In this
study’s case, the drawer nature of Apple Maps was introduced, as well as the horizontal scrolling
nature of Snapchat, which were both adopted fairly quickly by participants. Future sharing
economy applications could make use of these functionalities as well.

Conclusion

The goal of this study was to answer the research questions: what user mental models
currently exist in the sharing economy? (RQ1); and are user mental models a useful tool for
designing sharing economy applications? (RQ2). As for what usability mental models currently
exist in the sharing economy, RQ1, students ages 18 to 24 most commonly associated the sharing
economy with applications that have a large central map or product area with additional features
running across the top of the application. Additional features were commonly found under the
menu icon of the application. And for RQ2, comparable usability metrics generated by Helix
suggest that mental models within this demographic can provide useful design input when
developing new sharing economy applications. If any new features are to be introduced, they
should be actively explained to the end user, helping to reshape current user mental models.
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Like discussed in the literature review portion of this study, large-scale adoption of the
sharing economy model can provide many economic and environmental benefits to the
communities it affects. Hopefully, the mental models discovered in this study are useful for
future sharing economy application designers and will encourage them to make use of user
mental models both internal and external of sharing economy systems. By creating better and
more enjoyable applications for users, positive attitudes towards the sharing economy may
increase, thus leading to greater usage and community benefits.
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Appendix A
Mental Modeling

Participant Form
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Table 1
TABLE 1
Function Description
a

Clicking this calls a list of functions available in the application

b

Clicking this allows user to input text to look for products

c

This page shows a digital representation of the geographical
area surrounding the user

d

Clicking this shows conversations with other users within the
application

e

Clicking this allows users to change account information

f

Clicking this allows users to change information on how
transactions are processed

g

Clicking this shows past purchases made by the user

h

Clicking this brings users to a page that shows information about
personal codes that can be shared with other users for discounts

i

Clicking this brings users to a page that provides educational
material about the application itself

j

Clicking this allows users to make general changes to options in
the application

k

Clicking this pushes the user to the next step in making a
purchase

l

This page shows available products individually or in groups

m

Clicking this returns the user to the previous page they were on

n

Clicking this brings the user back to the landing page of the
application

o

Clicking this show current and pending purchases selected by
the user

p

Clicking this allows users to make changes on how they receive
notifications outside of the application

q

Assigned Name

Visual
Representation

Home (*) /
Hierarchy
(letter)

N/A

N/A
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Table 2

TABLE 2
swipe from top

swipe from left

swipe from right

swipe from bottom

Additional Comments:
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Appendix B

Benchmarking

Participant Form

Name: ______________________

Date/Time: ______________________

Email: ______________________

The following 5 applications are being tested for how easy they are to use. Please read the app descriptions and
complete the following tasks one app at a time.
How often do you use the following applications?
Airbnb
Uber
Once/week or more
Once/week or more
Once/month or more
Once/month or more
Once/month or less
Once/month or less
Never
Never
Complete the following tasks below:
Airbnb
Uber
Task 1
Rent a home in San Call an Uber to
Francisco
Champs
Task 2
Change Currency
Add New Payment
Setting
Method
Task 3
Return to Landing
Return to Landing
Screen
Screen

Lyft
Once/week or more
Once/month or more
Once/month or less
Never

Lyft
Call a Lyft to
Pickles
Add New Credit
Card
Return to Landing
Screen

TaskRabbit
Once/week or more
Once/month or more
Once/month or less
Never

TaskRabbit
Book small
cleaning ASAP
Add New Credit
Card
Return to Landing
Screen

Helix
Search and rent
speakers
Add New Payment
Method
Return to Landing
Screen

Fill out the table below:
KEY:
5 = Strongly Agree, 4 = Agree, 3 = Neither Agree/Disagree,
2 = Disagree, 1 = Strongly Disagree
Airbnb
1. I think that I would like to use this system
frequently.
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex.
3. I thought the system was easy to use.
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical
person to be able to use this system.
5. I found the various functions in this system were
well integrated.
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this
system.
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to
use this system very quickly.
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.
9. I felt very confident using the system.
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get
going with this system.
Additional Helix Comments:

Uber

Lyft

Task
Rabbit

Helix
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